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Abstract—Spectrum sharing technologies can achieve the 
maximum usage of spectrum resources flexibly and high-
efficiently, which relieves the current spectrum crunch 
situation availably. In a multi-hop cognitive wireless mesh 
network scenario coexisting with a TDMA/FDMA cellular 
network, an effective scheme of cross-layer design between 
link-layer spectrum decision and network-layer routing is 
proposed, on the basis of the combination of spectrum 
underlay and spectrum overlay. Simulation results verify that 
the scheme outperforms distinctly the shortest path based 
random spectrum decision algorithm on network end-to-end 
performance. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

As a novel broadband wireless communication system, 
wireless mesh network (WMN) has stand out from WLAN, 
Ad hoc and many other networks due to its incomparable 
advantages, and become an inevitable development trend of 
next-generation wireless technology. WMNs operate on the 
unlicensed bands [1]. However, with rapid development of 
radio communications towards broadband and multimedia, 
new services and new techniques are constantly emerging, 
which no doubt causes congest in unlicensed bands and then 
performance degradation of WMNs. The contradiction 
between supply and demand for spectrum resources hinders 
the continuous development of WMNs. In the meanwhile, 
FCC has pointed out the huge waste of the licensed 
spectrum, a very low utilization nearly 2%-6% at any time. 
So it is not really the lack of spectrum but the serious 
unbalance of spectrum usage caused by the fixed allocation 
policy that incurs spectrum scarcity problem. To avoid the 
traffic overload in unlicensed bands and simultaneously 
relieve the problem of spectrum crunch, there is a cry for a 
technology to reuse the enabled spectrum. 

Hierarchical spectrum sharing access technologies can 
enhance the spectrum utilization through flexible spectrum 
access and sharing schemes, which can solve radically the 
aforementioned question, including spectrum underlay 
based on interference temperature model and spectrum 
overlay based on cognitive radio [2]. The concept of 
interference temperature and interference temperature model 
was proposed in 2003 by FCC [3]. Cognitive radio (CR) is 
an intelligent radio, which can track the variation of 

spectrum with time and then adjust the emitter parameters 
adaptively according to current environment. The 
technology impels the development of spectrum sharing [4]. 

Cognitive wireless mesh network (CogWMN) is a multi-
hop wireless communication system where network nodes 
with CR function deployed in mesh structure, open 
spectrum access and efficient spectrum utilization for future 
wireless networks [5]. The CR-enabled mesh nodes (i.e. 
cognitive users or secondary users, SUs) can not only use 
the unlicensed spectrum but also access the idle bands of 
licensed spectrum through detecting the behavior of licensed 
users (i.e. primary users, PUs). Thanks to the join of CR, the 
performance and the throughput of WMNs are improved [6]. 
But the opportunistic access of license-exempt users to 
spectrum holes (or available channels) must rely on the 
high-efficient spectrum management. In order to increase 
spectrum utilization and guarantee the QoS of applications, 
SUs must be clearly aware of the available spectrum 
fluctuation (spectrum sensing and spectrum analysis), select 
the most suitable channel for their transmission (spectrum 
decision) and evacuate immediately once the licensees 
appear (spectrum handoff). Spectrum sensing, analysis, 
decision and handoff are all belongs to the scope of 
spectrum management [7]. The analyzed sensing results can 
provide necessary basis for decision, and handoff is mainly 
to ensure transparent transmission of SUs. Currently, the 
studies on spectrum sensing and handoff inside and outside 
the country have been relatively mature, while spectrum 
analysis and decision are still in their infancy. The purpose 
of spectrum decision is to fulfill the requirement of 
cognitive users maximally, and to realize reasonable use of 
spectrum resources, which is a key technology of efficient 
spectrum management [8]. 

In a CogWMN scenario coexisting with a TDMA/FDMA 
cellular network, SUs use the detected spectrum holes in 
overlay mode and sharing these channels with other SUs in 
underlay mode. Because of the traffic fluctuation in cellular 
networks, available channels are time-varying. Consequently, 
several spectrum handoffs will occur during the time when 
SUs transmit over the link. Multiple available channels and 
frequent spectrum handoffs make spectrum decision and 
routing selection more difficult. Therefore, to achieve 
rational usage of spectrum resources and enhance network 
performance, a cross-layer strategy between spectrum 
decision and routing is presented. 
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II. SYTEM  MODEL 

Considering a CogWMN (i.e. cognitive system) 
composed of n nodes coexisting with a TDMA/FDMA 
cellular network (i.e. primary system, such as GSM/EDGE 
radio access network called GERAN in [9]). Cognitive mesh 
nodes use spectrum holes of the cellular network intelligently. 
Suppose each cell has several pre-assigned channels and 
each node in the node-set { }| 1, ,m m N= =Node   of CogWMN 
senses the licensed channels respectively and exchanges the 
sensing results with others. So the number of licensed 
channels C equals to the channel numbers of the cellular 
network.  

For simplicity, some important notations are listed in 
table I following. 

TABLE I.  SOME IMPORTANT NOTATIONS 

Notations Description 

m  a cognitive mesh node， m∈ Node  

mTR  set of mesh nodes within the transmission range of m 

mIR  set of mesh nodes within the interference range of m 

[ ]mLT c  local interference temperature of channel c measured at m 

mLT  c∀ ∈C ，local interference temperature vector of channel c 
measured at m 

( ),m c cPt f B  transmission power of m on channel c 

[ ]m
mT c  aggregate interference temperature of channel c measured at 

the neighbors of m due to its transmissions  

[ ]n
mT c  

aggregate interference temperature of channel c measured at 
n ( )n∈ mIR  due to transmissions of  m  

c
mnL  path loss in transmission from m to n ( )n∈ mIR  on channel c 

cTH  pre-defined interference temperature threshold of channel c 

k  Boltzmann constant, 231.38 10 J K−×  

mPC  set of probable channels of m 

mAC  set of available channels of m under interference temperature 
model 

III. PER-HOP SPECTRUM DECISION ALGORITHMS 

A. Set of Available Channels under Interference 
Temperature Model 

Interference temperature is defined as a measurement of 
the effective RF power delivered from receiving antenna to 
the receiver. It can be calculated as: 

                      ( ) ( ), ,c c c i c c cT f B P f B kB=                    (1) 
Under interference temperature model, a sufficient 

condition for a channel c to be available at node m is that the 
interference temperature of any node within the interference 
transmission of node m caused by its transmission on 
channel c is less than the interference temperature threshold 
of the channel. The above condition can be formally 
represented as: 

( ) ( ), ,c
c c c mn m c c c cT f B L Pt f B kB TH+ <                     (2) 

Thus, the available channels of each mesh node are usually 
different. 

The premise that a pair of neighbor nodes i and j can 
communicate with each other is that there is at least one 

channel between their separate set of available channels, i.e. 
∩ ≠ ∅i jAC AC . So, in order to realize the per-hop spectrum 

decision algorithm, calculating the two sets iAC  and jAC  

stands at the beginning of it all. Assuming the transmission 
power to be constant, the main steps of the algorithm are as 
follows: 

1) Network initialization; 
2) m∀ ∈ Node , at each node n∈ mIR , calculate nLT and 

transmit ( ),n nLT to all nodes within its interference range; 
3) m∀ ∈ Node , receive ( ), ,n n ∈n mLT IR and calculate mPC  

and mAC using following algorithms i and ii respectively. 

Algorithm i （to calculate mPC ） 

for m = 1 to N do 

for c = 1 to C do 

     [ ] ( ) ( ) [ ],m
m m c c c mT c Pt f B kB LT c← +  

if [ ]m
m cT c TH<  then 

{ }m mPC PC c← ∪  

 
Algorithm ii （to calculate mAC ） 

for m = 1 to N do 

while n ∈ mIR  do 

while mc PC∈ do 

     [ ] ( ) ( ) [ ],n c
m mn m c c c nT c L Pt f B kB LT c← ∗ +  

 if [ ]n
m cT c TH<  then 

  { }m mAC AC c← ∪  

B. Metric for Per-hop Channel Decision 

Spectrum decision is actually the optimization problem 
based on spectrum analysis. For optimal per-hop channel 
selection, spectrum characterization analysis is important 
after obtaining the available channels. Moreover, it is an 
effective way to protect PUs from interferences caused by 
the opportunistic transmission of SUs through predicting the 
prior information of each channel. It is thus clear that 
spectrum analysis is extremely necessary. 

Suppose that the number of PUs in a cell is P and the 
arrival processes of their services are Poisson. There are Q  
channels allocated to the cell. Each channel can only be 
occupied by one primary user at the same time. The average 
arrival rate and the average service time of PUs services on 
different channels are ( )

p

qλ and ( )
p

qμ separately, 1, ,p P=   and 

1, ,q Q=  .The arrival processes of the services of cognitive 
mesh nodes are also Poisson and their average arrival rate 
is sλ and if the service is not interrupted by PUs the average 
service time is sμ . SUs services are assumed to be data 
traffics not sensitive to latency. Therefore, PRP (Preemptive 
Resume Priority) M/G/1 queuing theory can be used to 
model the behaviors to occupy channels of PUs and SUs. 
There is an unlimited buffer. If mesh node i want to send 
data to its neighbor j and ∩ ≠ ∅i jAC AC , i selects the channel 
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on which the overall transmission time of SU services is 
minimum. The overall transmission time of a service 
consists of the idle time (i.e., waiting time, W ) from the 
moment that the service request initiates to the moment that 
it starts to transmit and the required time (i.e., service 
time, S ) that the service starts to transmit on the channel 
until finished. The transmission of SU services may be 
broken off due to the appearance of PUs. It means 
that S equals to sμ plus the waiting time for to be resume the 
unfinished transmission after interruption. 

According to PRP M/G/1 queuing theory in [10] [11], 
the time of the service of user p waiting channel 

( )q q ∈ ∩i jAC AC to be idle in the buffer is 

          ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )2 2( ) 1 1q q q qq
p p s s p p sW q λ μ λ μ ρ ρ ρ= + − − − .            (3) 

Where ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1q q q q
p s p p s sρ ρ ρ λ μ λ μ= + = + ≤ represents the utilization 

of channel q . 
Once PU appears, SU should vacate and enter into the 

buffer. Not until the channel becomes idle again will the 
unfinished transmission be resumed. So the total service 
time of the service of user p on the channel ( )q q ∈ ∩i jAC AC is 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1q q q q
s p s p p pS q P Qμ λ μ μ λ μ= + − .                      (4) 

Where P Q indicates that the service requests of PU select 
their operating channel equally. 

Therefore, the per-hop spectrum decision metric, i.e. the 
overall transmission time of the service on channel 

( )q q ∈ ∩i jAC AC is  

                       ( ) ( ) ( )T q W q S q= + .                       (5) 

IV. CROSS-LAYER SCHEME BETWEEN SPECTRUM 

DECISION AND END-TO-END ROUTING 

The end-to-end performance of multi-hop wireless 
network can not be reflected by per-hop spectrum decision. 
Here, end-to-end cumulative delay is regarded as an 
indicator to of the network performance in CogWMN. 

Assume that the channels on both sides of a relay node 
r on the path from source to destination are different, 
like 1c and 2c . At this time channel switch occurs, increasing 
end-to-end delay assuredly. It has been pointed out in [12] 
the delay caused by channel switch relates to the frequency 
distance of the two channels on the spectrum, formulated as: 

                           1, 2 1 2| |c c c cD f fβ= ⋅ −                              (6) 
Where, 1cf and 2cf are the corresponding centre frequency of 

1c and 2c . 1 10ms MHzβ =  
Suppose that there are x hops on the end-to-end route l . 

The metric for end-to-end route is defined as the end-to-end 
cumulative delay as follows: 

( )( ) ( )
1

1

, '
1

( ) y x

y y

x
c c

c c
y

Metric l T D T
+

−

=

= + +                    (7) 

Here, ( )Metric l is the metric for route l . ( )yc
T is the total 

transmission time of the service using channel c on hop y . 

1, 'y yc cD
+

is the delay of channel switch from channel c on 

hop y to channel 'c on hop 1y + .  

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

Nodes in CogWMN are distributed randomly in 
a 500m 500m 500m× ×  space region. Each GERAN user is 
assigned a fixed channel and enjoys preemptive priority 
access. The bandwidth of each channel is 200KHz. The 
transmission power of all the mesh nodes is set to 20dBm. 
The carrier frequency is 900MHz. SU services intelligently 
access to spectrum opportunities based on FCFS (First 
Come, First Service) scheduling policy. All the results 
following are derived from the average value of 1000-times 
Monte Carlo simulation. 

A. Per-hop Spectrum Decision 

Assuming that there are 8 PUs and the number of 

channels is 8. sμ is 15s and pλ
is an arbitrary value between 

0.01/s and 0.02/s (i.e. 36~72 average data calls per hour), 
pμ

between 10s and 20s. Select a couple of neighbors 
randomly to study the algorithms for per-hop spectrum 
decision and compare the network performance employing 
the proposed and the random decision algorithm. From Fig. 
1, our proposed algorithm works much better in terms of the 
overall transmission time of SU services. For instance, when 

the arrival rate of SU services sλ equals to 0.03/s, the overall 
transmission time is reduced by 30% using our proposed 
algorithm nearly instead of the random decision algorithm. 

Furthermore, the overall transmission time increases with sλ , 

which is because the increase in sλ brings the increase of SU 
services in the buffer, and thus the increase of waiting time. 

While sλ equals to 0.02/s, the differences on the overall 
transmission time of SU services of the two per-hop 
spectrum decision algorithms are described in Fig. 2. As can 
be seen, our proposed algorithm is a better choice for per-
hop channel selection. The overall transmission time 
increases with the increase in the number of mesh nodes 
because of the corresponding increase in the number of 
service requests. But for random method, there are no rules 
to follow, due to the randomness of channel selection. 

B. End-to-end Routing Selection 

Select a mesh node as the source and another as the 
destination randomly, and other parameters remain the same 
as above. The differences on end-to-end cumulative delay 
between our proposed cross-layer strategy and minimum 
hops based random channel selection are shown in Fig. 3 
with respect to the number of mesh nodes, and Fig. 4 
licensed channels. Here, the process of the latter includes a 
route selection using Dijkstra algorithm and each per-hop 
channel selection using random decision algorithm. The 
curve and bar graph proves that our proposed cross-layer 
scheme performs better on end-to-end cumulative delay.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Firstly, a per-hop spectrum decision algorithm has been 
proposed in this paper. In this algorithm, cognitive mesh 
nodes sense the licensed spectrum of GERAN system; 
calculate the available channel set of each per-hop link; 
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analyze the quality of each available channel; select and 
access a channel which brings the minimum overall 
transmission time of SU services. Secondly, we propose a 
cross-layer scheme between link-layer spectrum decision 
and network-layer routing, with the objective of minimizing 
the end-to-end cumulative delay. Finally, with respect to the 
random channel selection algorithm based on Dijsktra 
shortest path, the cross-layer scheme can decrease the 
network end-to-end cumulative delay and thus improves the 
network transmission performance. 
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Figure 1．Effect of sλ  on overall transmission time 
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Figure 2．Effect of the number of mesh nodes on overall transmission time  
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Figure 3．Effect of the number of mesh nodes on end-to-end delay 
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Figure 4．Effect of the number of licensed channels on end-to-end delay 
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